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Microboards Australia



Supporting people with disability to live their best life.








Microboards Australia is a family led, not for profit organisation supporting people with a disability and their networks of support to find ways to develop lasting relationships, recruit support teams and plan for the future.
Our vision is for all people with a disability living self determined lives with a sustained support network of family, friends and committed support people and community members who share parts of their lives and know them well. We believe that all people have the right to the life they choose which respects them as a member of community and family and upholds their universal human rights.
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Explore what we do
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Microboards  Community


Interested in establishing a Microboard or embedding the Microboard principles of sustainable support networks founded on relationships?





Find out more
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Professional Services


NDIS behaviour support, therapy and support coordination programs and services for families, individuals and service providers.





Find out more
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Supporting Change


Interested to know about our projects, advocacy, disability service improvement and access work we engage in?





Find out more
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Learning Hub


Resources, training and information that you can access or sign up to from across our services





Find out more













Our Values



Relationships


We value our relationship with you and helping you develop relationships with others.






Learning


We are always learning from you, your family and supporters to find new ways to be of service.






Inclusion


Everyone belongs as equal members of community.






Innovation


We support you to have a good life by thinking outside the box, creating novel solutions and pathways.







Quality


We aspire to providing the best quality services possible.






Person Led


We support by being in partnership with you following your lead for what is important to you and your life.







READ ABOUT OUR VISION AND PRINCIPLES







LINK TO OUR VISION AND PRINCIPLES














Quick Links
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Microboards Community Hub
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Is There a Better Way
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Merger of 
Minds
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A self-determined life, with a sustained support network of family and friends who know you well.
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We are very proud to have been accepted as official Podio partners for our work using this online platform to support quality of life for people with disability. We pioneered the use of Podio to support Microboard and support team communication and management more than a decade ago, and since then have developed more than 200 apps and workflows - and we are still going! Podio recently acknowledged our work to the international community in this article: 			
... See MoreSee Less

Microboards Australia | ShareFile
www.sharefile.com

Giving a voice to the voiceless with Podio
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We are enjoying the delivery of our Microboards for Children program, now in its 3rd year, which explores how Microboards principles can add to quality of life during the childhood years, with children for the age of newly born to 17 participating in our program. Deakin University thinks we are doing some good work too: 			
... See MoreSee Less

The role of microboards in enhancing quality of life for children with intellectual disability and their families
onlinelibrary.wiley.com

Disability support systems have not consistently used family-centered practices when supporting families of children with disability. Families have experienced structural and interpersonal barriers t....
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We've been working hard to get this course ready to start next year! Graduate Certificate in Positive Behaviour Support (Course code: GC-POSBS) - Effective communication supports can promote autonomy and human rights for people with complex communication needs. You can find more information here: 			
... See MoreSee Less

Graduate Certificate in Complex Communication Needs
www.curtin.edu.au

The minimum duration for this course is 12 months if an applicant were to undertake 2 units of study per semester. Intake is mid-year only.
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We are very excited about the launch of the National Centre of Excellence in Intellectual Disability Health this Friday. This Centre will bring together experts, resources, and research on intellectual disability healthcare and is a desperately needed and very hopeful strategy to improve access to health care for people with disability. Microboards Australia are proud to partners, and that our managing director Jaquie Mills will be one of the speakers at the launch. You can register to see the live stream here: www.eventbrite.com.au/e/national-centre-of-excellence-in-intellectual-disability-health-online-ti... 			
... See MoreSee Less
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Subscribe to our newsletter


Sign up to our informative emails delivered right to your inbox.







Subscribe to our newsletter










Testimonials from some of our service users








Wow, after watching the microboards early years info session.. it looks like such a great support system to have in place.
I'm really looking forward to learning more and having a microboard set up for my son.
Couldn't come at a better time.





I would like to thank Jaquie for all the amazing work she has done - she continues to be a huge inspiration to others. I know I wouldn’t be here today without her leadership.





I told Jacqui I’d been looking for a solution for my daughter’s ongoing care for the last 8-10 years; I was introduced to the idea of “Circles of Support” by a church friend and most parents I speak to haven’t even heard about that. So I consider myself to be a little ‘ahead of the pack’ but on Friday I realised my vista was only a drop in the ocean. I was so excited by Jacqui’s talk, especially that the few strategies presented are actually achievable - from admittedly, my naive point of view!






I did training a couple of years ago and I'm still talking about it.





I can honestly say that I have never enjoyed a course more than this one!

















Interested in joining our team?
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0448 600 566







admin@microboards.org.au







Facebook







PO Box 355 Bayswater, Western Australia 6933




ABN: 306 0736 9960
Registered Charity No: 006655
NDIS No: 4-4GHG-376
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Donations Welcome
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We acknowledge the traditional custodians of the land on which our offices stand and we pay our respects to Elders past, present and emerging. We acknowledge the sorrow of the Stolen Generations and the impacts of colonisation on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. We also recognise the resilience, strength and pride of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities.
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